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Finishing up your research? Your department will have a standard title page form you are required to follow.
Use illustrations. Borrow materials from other libraries with interlibrary services. The exception is for your
committee chair, who will be designated as Chair on the title page for PhD students see template. Then
describe the procedure in enough detail that others can duplicate it. Though subtle, there are significant
difference between the two templates. It includes these elements: Title page. Present the results, usually with
accompanying tables and graphs. Include the table numbers, table titles, and page numbers. Materials ,
apparatus , and procedures. Review the results in relation to the original problem statement. It includes these
elements: Acknowledgments. Include the title, author, thesis supervisor, place, and date. The title should be
informative, contain keywords, and reveal the topic of the thesis. The abstract body text should be on the same
page as the template header information. Section 2. Assess the success of the study in light of the criteria of
success you gave in the introduction. Omit any page headers until after the first three pages. State 1 the
purpose of the investigation, 2 the problem being investigated, 3 the background context and importance of the
problem citing previous work by others , 4 your thesis and general approach, and 5 the criteria for your study's
success. Check your Reading Committee listing in MyGrad to make sure the information is all correct. For
most all PhD students your degree name listed on your title page will be simply: Doctor of Philosophy. End
Matter The end matter is mainly referential material too detailed to fit well in the main narrative of work done.
Contact your Graduate Program Advisor to make any updates. The body includes these elements:
Introduction. A good reference point is to match the department name you select from the department
drop-down list in ProQuest when setting up your account. Be sure to verify your exact degree title in MyGrad
or your unofficial transcript before submitting. When you begin to write the first draft of your thesis, try to
salvage useful material for problem statements , methodologies , and bibliographies from your thesis proposal.
For design studies, this section includes component design, fabrication, assembly, and testing procedures. This
recurrent hypothetico-deductive pattern of developing a thesis to solve a problem and then constructing a
methodology and testing for results is common in research writing. Educational Psychology. Detailed data go
to an appendix. Be precise, and consistent as you format your document. If applicable, recommend directions
for future work. Verify the correct spelling from the committee information in MyGrad. Use analytical
graphics. PhD students: only reading committee members will appear on the title page. Check out the
copyright information page Looking for a thesis? You can update your official Preferred Name via identity.
Introductory PowerPoint about University Guidelines Manual Rules and Electronic Submission The
formatting information in this PowerPoint slideshow is geared specifically to the needs of CSULB students
who are writing a thesis or project report for a master's degree or a doctoral dissertation using format rules
from the edition of the University Style and Format Guidelines for Theses, Project Reports, and Dissertations,
the ultimate resource for formatting graduate level manuscripts at California State University, Long Beach.
Discuss the meaning of the results, stating clearly what their significance is. List and describe key materials
and apparatus. Characterize the patterns and quality of the results and estimate their accuracy and precision.


